
  

 

 

   

 

 

  

English 

Explanation texts 

Focus on different aspects of grammar, metaphors, alliteration and modal verbs. 

Anaylsing different features of Explanation texts. 

SPAG: 

Parenthesis, dashses, synonyms, antonyms  

 

 

Maths 

Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and deci-

mal equivalents.  

Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. Multi-

ply and divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000.  

Solve problems which require knowing percentage and decimal equivalents of 

1/2, 1/4, 1/5, 2/5, 4/5  

PE 
Gymnastics – Body management and 
floor exercises  

Games – invasion 

Dance—performance dance 

 

 

Year 5 
Ancient Egypt 

PSHE & RE 
RE— Faith founders  
 
PSHE— E-safety, friendships, emotional 
wellbeing and mental health activities.  

Computing  

Game Designing using scratch and power-
point. 

Educational game for a given audience.  
 

 

History, Geography & MFL 

History— Mummification 

Geography— Advantages and disad-
vantages of living next to the Nile. 

MFL— Clothing, sport and weather.  

Art, Music & DT 

DT— Using electronics to make a death mask  

Art—Creating Death Masks  

Music— Ukulele—Bay 2   

Science  

Properties of materials 

Looking at different properties of materials  
Investigating thermal conductors and insu-
lators  

Investigating the best electrical conductors  

Investigating dissolving  

Separating different mixtures.  
Observing and identifying irreversible 
chemical changes.  

 



Year 5 – Ancient Egypt 
 
 

 
 

Select one homework task 
from the grid as often as 

you can. 
 

We look forward to seeing 
what you have done!  

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Parents/Carers – 
Homework is an important 

part of your child’s 
academic learning. Please 
support your child with 

their homework by helping 
them, sitting with them and 

showing and interest in 
what they have been 

learning.  
 
 

4 House points  
 

3 House points  2 House points   1 House point  

Maths 
Write some maths 
questions or word 
problems to solve 
using Egyptian number 
symbols.  

English  
Write an acrostic 
poem using the letters 
of a key topic word 
e.g. tomb, temple, 
Egypt 

DT 
Create a set of 
Canopic jars.  

Music 
Research the type of usic 
fro  the ti e period a d a y 
fa ous usicia s.  

English 
Create a fact file on 
Egyptian Gods.  

ICT 
Desig  a tourist leaflet to 
e courage visits to 
A cie t Egypt.  

Geography 
Mark Egypt and its 
landmarks on a world 
map.  

English  
List 10 things we 
would see in Ancient 
Egypt.  

History 
Create top trump 
cards using Ancient 
Egyptian Gods and 
goddesses.  

DT / Maths 
Create a pyramid that 
is symmetrical  

DT 
Mummify an apple. 

History 
What jobs were 
common in Egypt in 
that time period? 
 

 
ANYTHING FROM 
YOUR OWN IDEAS 
 
 
 
  

ANYTHING FROM 
YOUR OWN IDEAS 

ANYTHING FROM 
YOUR OWN IDEAS 

ANYTHING FROM 
YOUR OWN IDEAS 

 


